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This issues featured website

Van Horn Kennels, Lester & 
Brenda VanHorn, 19464 County 
Road 30; Crosby, Minnesota 
56441, Telephone: (218) 546-7018 
-- E-mail: trainer@emily.net

Our goal is to provide high-
quality breed lines and excel-
lently trained hunting dogs. Our 
dogs have the generations of bird 
knowledge needed to provide 
top-notch hunting friends. In 
order to achieve our goal, we 
specialize in breeding, training, 
and selling German Shorthair 
Pointers; puppies and starter 
dogs are most always available. 
Our GSP lines include Essergrief 
Boss Ranger, Shooting Star, and 
Uodibars. In addition to our GSP 
specialty, we train ALL other 
pointing, retrieving, and flushing 
breeds. We are proud members 
of The North American Versatile 
Hunting Dog Association.

 

    

 Essergrief Boss Ranger Line at Stud
 

 Wally Wahl’s Sharptails Line at Stud

    

 Shooting Star Uodibars Line at Stud
 

 

Teaching Backing

 
 

 

 
Teaching Backing

 

 

Puppies Out of Shooting Star 
and Boss Ranger Lines

 
 

 

 Force Breaking
Retrieves to Hand
 

 Water Work

This is a great example of how 
a website should be done. This 
web site prints out to be about 
5 pages for $320 a year or $80/
quarter. We offer websites from 
$270/year. 
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From The Publisher’s Desk

Welcome to the June/July issue of Bird Dog & Reriever News. Thanks to all 
our advertisers for helping to bring this issue to you. Thanks to all the readers for 
spreading the word.  We are almost  caught  up after a tough year falling behind.  
The last couple of issues have not been up to or usual quality, look  for that to change 
dramatically with the Aug/Sept issue. Also look for a major upgrade to the website 
and the latest information abot al the clubs and organizations from Twitter, Facebook 
and more.

So what do we have in this issue? About a quarter of the issue is state news with 
the status of the bird counts coming in daily. Our Dog Show, Gun Show and Trial and 
Test calendar get’s us current on what’s happening close to home over the next few 
months in another ten pages. We have two articles on dog health. From the AVMA 
we take a look at Extrnal Parasites since we are at about theheight of tick season. 
Gerald Njuguna has a brief but interesting article called Dog Sicknesses Symptoms 
& Diagnosis.

From Lionel Bradmen we get an article called Dog Crate Training Tips - Three 
Short Tips to Crate Training Your Dog Fast. Bill Hanus takes us for a litersry walk 
with The Quail Hunter’s Guide to Nontoxic Shot. I take a look at two different span-
iels. I take a look at the Brick of the Spaniel group the Clumber. I also sat down with 
Rosemary Sexton of Realta Irish Water Spaniel Kennels of Zimmerman, MN to let 
you Meet The Breeder. For the book this issue we let you take a look at: Urban Gun 
Dogs By Anthony Z. Roettger &  Benjamin H. Schleidler III. Many of you know that 
Tony trained our Springer Scooby who has her Senior Hunter Ribbon with only one 
fail. And don’t even get me started about that one... when one person in the Gallery 
was nuts...

That’s it for now, see you at the shows and in the field,

Dennis Guldan

Publisher Bird Dog & Retriever News
PO Box 120089
St Paul, MN 55112
612-868-9169
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Feedback
e-mail  publisher@bird-dog-news.com

Send in your photos and letters

My English Setter is named Dawson
Photo from Jeff Gerlesits U of IL

Yellowstone Nitro’s Lil Jo out 
of FC AFC Yellowstone’s TNT 

Explosion JH & Hot Java 
Express SH.  d.o.b. 10-9-02 - 

60 lbs.  Top Hunter from Labs 
of Cottonhollow, Kirk & Sally 

Geisler, Rigby, ID 
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What’s New

EMT® Spray
EMT Spray, the newest ad-

dition to the EMT Gel line 
of products is an easily ap-
plied, non-stinging spray with 
Bitrex™ (an extremely bitter 
substance) that produces rapid 
healing while discouraging bit-
ing and licking of wounds.

 EMT spray contains the 
same collagen as EMT Gel and 
is effective for many types of 
wounds and skin problems 
including: hot spots, first and 
second degree burns, foot pad 
injuries, cuts, abrasions and 
flesh tears.

 EMT Spray can be used on 
any animal and the collagen is 
natural to the body.

Price 1 oz. bottle $13.50
For more information con-

tact Trophy Animal Health 
Care 8809 Ely Rd, Pensacola, FL 
32514  or 800-336-7087 or their 
website at www.trophyanimal-
care.com

Urine Gone
Getting rid of stains and 

odors caused by cat, dog or 
human urine can be exasperat-
ing. Urine Gone is the quick 
and easy answer to the prob-
lem. Just spray it on and let it 
dry, fast acting enzyme action 
attacks urine and other odor 
causing matter and eliminates 
their stains and odors. 

Just spray Urine Gone™ 
on and let it dry. Stains and 
odors disappear and keep pets 
from re-marking their territory. 
Helps prevent dogs and cats 
from re-marking their terri-
tory. Urine Gone is safe in pet 
areas and around the house. 
The Urine Gone system comes 
with a black light stain detector. 
Darken the room and the black 
light stain detector will show 
areas you have missed.  So say 
good-bye to urine odors and 
stain with Urine Gone!

Includes: 
* 24 fl.oz. Urine Gone 
* Black Light Stain Detec-
tor
 

$19.95 + $7.95 Shipping & 
handling, 800-340-3418, www.

urinegone.com

Jerk-Ease
The “Jerk-Ease” leash at-

tachment is a short elastic 
coupling that fastens between 
a dog’s collar and leash, and 
absorbs the shock of sudden 
jerks on the leash. It works with 
all types of collars and har-
nesses and  all types of leashes 
(including retractable leashes 
and jogging tethers). 

Small (up to 20 pounds) $11.99
Medium ( <60 pounds) $13.99 
Large (up to 110 pounds) 
$15.99 

Add $2, $3, $4 for larges for 
shipping

The “Jerk-Ease” comes with 
an unconditional thirty-day 
money-back guarantee. We 
make every effort to process 
and ship orders the same day 
they are received. If no color 
preference is specified, we will 
send black.

Vanex Industries, LLC
Dept. JE-1

P.O. Box 22816
Seattle, WA, 98122

206 -860-0455
www.jerk-ease.com
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PupLight Safety Flashlight 
For Dogs & Walkers
PupLight is a unique new 

product that represents one of 
the most important advances 
in canine safety. PupLight is a 
safety light that provides more 
illumination than any other 
product in its category lighting 
the way while you walk your 
dog. It was designed to meet the 
needs of dog owners who walk 
their dogs regularly and who 
demand high quality, reliable, 
long lasting products for their 
pets. PupLight’s patent-pending 
design features include:

* Three ultra-bright LED’s 
- light up to 200 feet and make 
dogs visible at night 

* Rugged, water resistant 
construction - gives years of 
service to even the most active 
dogs. 

* Easy-on adjustable elastic 
band - assures a proper fit for 
any size dog. 

Let PupLight Light Your 
Way When You Walk Your Dog 
At Night

CPA Systems, Inc.
1S669 Birchbrook Ct. 
Glen Ellyn , IL 60137 

Phone: 1-866-PUPLIGHT 
Email: puplight@aol.com

“Since prevention is the best 
cure, take a close look at the 
FURminator deShedding Tool. 
FURminator received paws up 
from the test dogs. This patented 
tool utilizes a unique blade that 
removes dead undercoat and 
loose hair while leaving the 
topcoat alone. It features a 1 1/3-
inch wide blade with fine 1/8-
inch teeth. This tool removes an 
amazing amount of fur easily.

FURminator ’s soft ergo-
nomically-designed gripping 
ridges make it comfortable 
to hold. Some test dogs who 
normally don’t enjoy being 
brushed, tolerated the FURmi-
nator for a much longer period. 
Some even purred. This tool’s 
short teeth avoid the risk of 
scratching sensitive skin.” 

FURminator Inc.
1638 Headland Drive
Fenton, MO 63026

888-283-1620

www.furminator.com

Dr Roses 
Remedies

Dr. Rose’s Skin Treatment is 
an all-natural herbal salve that 
promotes rapid and complete 
healing of skin ailments. It can 
be used on a wide variety of 
animals including dogs, cats, 
hamsters, gerbils, chinchillas, 
rabbits, goats,cows, sheep and 
horses.
* Heals wounds, burns, bruises and lac-
erations
* Promotes the healing of acute moist 
dermatitis (hot spots), ear infections and 
skin rashes
* Helps speed healing of surgical 
wounds
* Promotes healing of abscesses
* Relieves inflammation and irritation as-
sociated with inter-digital infection
* Relieves itchy skin
* Soothes skin  * Moisturizes skin 
* Promotes healing of wounds 
* Promotes healing of burns 
* Promotes the healing of lick granulo-
mas
* Promotes the healing of allergic dermatitis

* Promotes the healing of flea bite dermatitis

* Promotes the healing of sunburn
* Alleviates prickly heat
To purchase individual jars of 
salve or spray, contact us 610-

558-4610.

www.drrosesremedies.com

Do you have a new product 
for our new products 
section? Send us the 

product and 100 words of 
explanation.
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Buy The Book
Since you can’t tell a book from its cover we offer you seven 

pages from this book  to decide if you want to do buy the book!

Thanks to The Writers Collective we offer 
you an excerpt from Urban Gun Dogs  

By Anthony Z. Roettger &  Benjamin H. 
Schleidler III 

Copyrights: The Writers Collective 2005

Urban Gun Dogs
By Anthony Z. Roettger & 
Benjamin H. Schleidler III 

Chapter 1 
The Right Dog for Your 

Situation
Size and Breed Matters

There is a puzzling array of choices of gun dogs 
available to the urban hunter today, and it is by no 
means a simple task to sort through the literature and 
decide on a dog that fits your particular needs and 
situation. Should you buy a flushing dog, a pointer, 
or a retriever? How will the dog adapt to urban life? 
Will it play gently with small children? Am I able to 
invite people into my house without fear of my dog 
attacking them? How will it integrate into my family? 
And most importantly, will my marriage survive the 
inevitable strains?

These questions are truly important ones and will 
influence significantly your choice of breed. Irrespective 
of your breed choice, there is one essential ingredient 
to success-your choice of breeder/trainer. The choice 
of breeder is critical if you want both a quality gun 
dog and an adoring family dog. Gun dogs do not come 
from a pet store or a neighborhood breeder. In all of the 
breeds discussed in this book, there is a fairly healthy 
divide between those dogs bred for the show ring (called 
conformation in the American Kennel Club parlance, 
or bench dogs) and those bred for the field. Over the 
past fifty years, virtually every sporting dog breed has 
divided into bench and field strains. Despite some heroic 
attempts to reunify the two and the occasional excep-
tional dog, the division appears permanent.

English springer spaniels or golden retrievers, for 
example, bred for the bench look fundamentally dif-
ferent than those bred for the field. Bench dogs have 
the extreme good looks one associates with the show 
ring. A field-bred springer or golden will possess far 
less feathering of the coat, with a concomitant reduc-
tion in grooming needs, and have a far greater natural 
bird finding and retrieving ability than a bench dog. 
However, they will still be awfully nice to look at. 

Bench dogs tend be far more available to the prospec-
tive dog owner than field-bred dogs. One need merely 
peruse the local paper’s want ads, check with friends, or 
visit a pet store. To obtain field dogs, the urban hunter 
must go to a reputable field breeder irrespective of the 
breed choice. This is not to say that some bench dogs 
cannot turn into reasonably good hunting dogs with 
much work, patience, and professional help. However, 
it is to say that generally field-bred dogs require far less 
training, have greater natural instincts toward field 
work, and will generally be hunting much sooner than 
dogs bred for the bench. They will also make wonder-
ful additions to your family. However, lest the reader 
believe that the authors are highly prejudiced against 
show dogs, we must point out that we have seen some 
nifty field work from dogs not originally bred for the 
field. Tony’s own experiences with his first dog Lady 
underscore that with hard work and diligence one can 
accomplish significant feats. If you have not yet made 
your choice of type of dog, consider a field bred spaniel 
or retriever; it can make your training tasks easier. If 
you already have the dog of your dreams, follow the 
training regime we outline. It can help turn your dog 
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into a solid field performer.
Temperament and intellect, as 

well as hunting ability, are crucial 
selection criteria. It is important, 
we believe, to dispel a myth about 
field-bred dogs and their ability to 
adapt to the urban environment 
right up front. Contrary to many 
preconceptions, a field-bred spaniel 
or retriever can make a very good 
housedog as well as a sound field 
companion. With a little training, 
a lot of love and attention, and a 
solid match of dog type to your 
personal situation, you can have 
a dog that meets all (or perhaps 
most) of your, requirements. It has 
been our experience that field-bred 
spaniels and retrievers tend to be 
highly intelligent, biddable, and 
loving companions. They adapt 
well in most instances to home and 
field-characteristics that are critical 
for the urban hunter. Regardless 
of type, however, all dogs require 
significant attention.

Selecting the Right Dog
Selecting a dog for the field and 

suburban environment is a critical 
step that must be undertaken with 
you and your spouse as partners. 
The urban environment is highly 
demanding-especially if you live in 
areas that place heavy restrictions 
on pet ownership, or if both adult 
members of a household work. 
The decision to bring a dog into the 
household must be a family one. 
To bring home a brand-new puppy 
in a cardboard carton with the ex-
clamation “Honey, look what I got 
today. Isn’t he cute?” Is an approach 
doomed to failure into today’s mod-
ern urban household. It may also net 
you a few nights on the couch.

The best approach starts with a 
clear idea of the level of training you 
want your dog to have before you 
decide on the breed of dog. In today’s 
highly demanding urban life style, it 
is vital to have an agreement among 
family members as to the level of 
training you want the dog to have 

before you bring him home. This in 
turn may narrow the choices of breed 
type. With respect to breed and at 
the risk of alienating some very dear 
friends who place great stock in their 
pointing dogs, it is our assessment 
that flushing dogs, the spaniels and 
retrievers, are perhaps the best suited 
by style, breeding, and temperament 
to the urban environment.

Flushing dogs, are among the 
oldest of the hunting dog breeds. 
Their original purpose was to flush 
or “spring” game for falconers before 
the advent of modern shotguns. 
Flushing dogs work very close to the 
hunter through breeding, instinct, 
and training. In the flushing style, 
spaniels and retrievers work to 
“flush” birds from cover within shot-
gun range of the hunter. A flushing 
dog hunts perhaps no more than ten 
to fifteen yards in front of the handler 
and twenty or so yards to either side 
as it “quarters” the ground in the 
classic “windshield wiper” pattern 
that varies slightly depending upon 
the direction of the wind. These dogs 
obtain their scent from the air and the 
ground, unlike a pointer that takes its 
scent primarily from the air. Because 
of the spaniel and retriever scenting 
style, they cannot cover the same 
area that pointing dogs are able to 
cover, but work much closer to the 
hunter than pointers. This is a direct 
result of centuries of breeding and a 
highly developed instinct.

Because flushing dogs work 
close to the hunter from instinct, 
they are generally (not always, 
unfortunately) far less prone to 
run off from their masters. Their 
instinctual close working style and 
loving nature combines with their 
highly developed retrieving instinct 
to make them ideally suited to the 
needs of today’s urban hunter. Field 
bred spaniels and retrievers have the 
ability to stay indoors for extended 
periods and “turn off” the field while 
indoors, especially as they mature. 
They also have that unique ability to 
“turn on” their bird hunting abilities 

when they walk out the front door. 
Flushing dogs also tend to be less 
rambunctious, especially as they 
mature.

Pointers, on the other hand, 
because of their scenting style that 
takes the scent from the air rather 
than the ground, tend to range fur-
ther from the hunter instinctively. 
They obviously cover more ground, 
but are much less in the hunter’s 
direct control in their hunting style. 
They require more land to train on 
and generally are less aggressive on 
retrieves than spaniels or retriev-
ers. Many pointers (of course there 
are exceptions) are relatively high-
energy dogs that make the transition 
to housedogs less readily than the 
more docile spaniel and retriever 
breeds. Training pointing dogs to be 
steady to wing and shot (or “holding 
a point”) requires a lot of training 
space, many birds, and much time. 
You can get a young flushing dog 
working in the field much sooner 
and without as much training (albeit 
not steady to wing and shot) as you 
would need for a young pointer. To 
be sure, the Brittany is somewhat dif-
ferent than most of the other point-
ers and has its devotees who live in 
urban areas. In fairness, however, 
we must point out the Brittany has 
only recently departed the spaniel 
ranks; only within the last decade 
was the suffix “spaniel” dropped 
from its AKC breed name. Similarly, 
one may find “pointing” Labrador 
retrievers with temperament and 
handling characteristics similar to 
the flushing variety. By and large, 
however, it has been our experience 
that flushing spaniels and retriev-
ers on the average are better suited 
for city life and the urban gun dog 
trainer than pointers.

Copyrights The Writers Collective 
from Urban Gun Dogs  By Anthony 

Z. Roettger &  Benjamin H. 
Schleidler III 


